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Abstract 
This contribution concerns the results of the European Collaborative Project  MAC-TFC (MEMS Atomic Clocks for 
Timing, Frequency Control & Communications) aiming the developments of the European version of MEMS atomic 
clock presenting a short-term stability of 5x10-11 over 1 hour. MAC-TFC proposal (website: www.mac-tfc.eu) is 
bringing together a consortium made of five major academic institutions (University of Besançon, University of 
Neuchâtel, EPFL-Lausanne, Technological University of Wroclaw, University of Ulm); two research institutes (VTT 
and CEA/Léti) and three industrial partners (SAES Getters, SWATCH R&D and Oscilloquartz). The goal is to 
develop and demonstrate all the necessary technologies to achieve an ultra-miniaturised, low-power caesium (Cs) 
atomic clock, using the principle of Coherent Population Trapping (CPT).  
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Today, atomic clocks are stable frequency sources and are important in civil and military applications 
ranging from communication systems to global positioning as well as synchronization of communication 
networks. During the last decade, considerable work has been done by different US groups awarded by 
DARPA Chip Scale Atomic Clock (CSAC) program [1-2]. The principle of proposed miniature clocks is 
based on Coherent Population Trapping (CPT), obtained in an extremely compact sealed vacuum cell of 
few cubic millimeters. These cells contain alkali vapors and are illuminated by a high-frequency 
modulated laser beam. The frequency stability of such atomic clocks is based on transitions between the 
well-defined ground state hyperfine levels of alkali atoms such as cesium (Cs) or rubidium (Rb).  In this 
solution, conversely to classical rubidium vapour cell clocks, the CPT frequency standard does not 
require a microwave cavity to probe the atomic resonance. This permits the very compact physical 
package of the micro-clock. Several solutions for filling the micromachined MEMS 
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(microelectromechanical systems) cell with alkali vapors (Cs or Rb) and introducing the buffer gas have 
been reported [1-5]: pipetting of liquid Cs or Rb drops under anaerobic atmosphere, formation of atomic 
Cs vapour by thermally activated chemical  reactions between barium azide (BaN6) and cesium chloride 
inside vacuum sealed cell, formation of Cs vapour by UV-light induced decomposition of thin-film 
deposited cesium azide  (CsN3) inside high-vacuum sealed  cell or  evaporation of alkali atoms into a 
micromachined cell cavity through a glass nozzle, etc... In all methods, unwanted products of chemical 
reactions or results of laser treatment influence negatively the quality of cell. Additionally, anodic 
bonding process done at low temperature and sealing the cell, introduces increased degassing of oxygen, 
hydroxide groups and water from bonded interface. Oxidizing agents react with atomic Cs, resulting in a 
short-term instability of the parameters of atomic clocks. Even if the previous methods improve relatively 
the purity of alkali atmosphere of the micro-cell, there is a need for techniques in which the conflict of 
anodic bonding process with cesium chemistry is fully avoided, improving its potentiality of mass 
production. Pursuant to solving this problem, we patented [6] an approach making the fabrication of 
atomic micro-clock much simpler. This solution uses a Cs dispenser commercially available from SAES 
Getters, making possible to heat locally the Cs dispenser inside sealed micro-cell. It is made below 
temperature range causing degradation of micro-cavity as well as reducing the negative effects of Cs 
chemistry.  
On the basis of this approach, we constructed an European consortium of MAC-TFC proposal which is 
aiming the developments of the European version of MEMS atomic clock presenting a short-term 
stability of 5x10-11 over 1 hour while operating with less than 200 mW power consumption. Such 
frequency reference, outperforming crystal quartz oscillators over long time scales, is intended to provide 
excellent base timing for numerous portable applications such as telecommunication networks 
synchronization, navigation or military systems. MAC-TFC consortium is made of five major academic 
institutions (University of Besançon, University of Neuchâtel, EPFL-Lausanne, Technological University 
of Wroclaw, and University of Ulm); two research institutes (VTT and CEA/Léti) and three industrial 
partners (SAES Getters, SWATCH R&D and Oscilloquartz). The challenges are: (i) significant reduction 
in size (from several tens of cm3 to 1 cm3) and in power consumption (200 mW), (ii) original packaging 
with the use of LTCC approach of the”microoptical bench”, (iii) use of functionalised thick-film alkali 
dispensers and MEMS getters improving the potential for wafer scale fabrication of Cs cells; and (iv) 
implementing of customised VCSELs for CPT operation. Example of accuracy future payoff is the 
application in 4G base stations. 
2. Microcell technology 
The heart of a miniature atomic clock consists of a hermetically sealed microfabricated cell containing 
alkali vapor and a buffer gas atmosphere, formed by sandwiching a silicon wafer with a through-hole 
between two glass plates and joining silicon and glass plates by means of anodic bonding, thus forming a 
sealed cavity [4]. The main difficulty of fabrication of such micro-cell is the operation to fulfil it with 
alkali vapours [6-7] and introducing the buffer gases, preserving the compatibility with most of the 
subsequent steps of the cell fabrication. Our filling method differs from the techniques of US teams. Here, 
the cesium (Cs) vapor is generated only after complete sealing of the cell by local heating of a Cs metallic 
thick-film dispenser with a laser source [7]. This reduces interactions with highly-reactive Cs chemistry 
and help to achieve a strong bonding reliability [8], offering the life time >3 years. The transmissive 
microcell is made in a wafer of silicon with glass wafers bonded to both sides, containing two cavities: 
the dispensing cavity in which the metallic Cs dispenser is placed and the measuring cavity where the 
laser beam generating the CPT signal is collimated. To improve the purity and long-term behaviour of 
microcells we developed a technology of transmissive microcells with integrated MEMS getter from 
SAES Getters. Here, the getter cavity, where the getter film is deposited, is on the inner surface of the top 
glass of the cell. The getter cavities are fabricated around the optical window and the dispenser cavity 
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window. The getter films are deposited in given areas of the glass cavity. The layout of the getter-
integrated Cs vapor cell is shown in Figure 1 while Figure 2 shows the silicon cavities etched by deep 




Cs dispenser Cs+ Ne
Getters
Fig. 1. Schematic of Cs microcell based on Si etch, anodic bonding 
and dispenser&getter technologies from SAES Getters (FEMTO-ST 
data). 
Fig. 2. Microcell cavities fabricated by DRIE (FEMTO-ST 
data). 
The cell-sealing process is carried out in the chamber filled with Ne, employing the two-step anodic 
bonding developed by FEMTO-ST [8].  Figure 3 shows a view of getter-based micromachined cell. The 
advantage of the technology using integrated thick film getter is the significant improvement of the 
internal cell atmosphere purity as well as increased CPT resonance line width. Figure 4 represents the 
photograph of FEMTO-ST transmissive cells. 
Fig. 3. FEMTO-ST transmissive cell with integrated getter 
(FEMTO-ST data). 
Fig. 4. Perspective view of FEMTO-ST transmissive cells 
(FEMTO-ST data). 
As an alternative, different configurations of Cs vapour cells were proposed by Wroclaw University of 
Technology: glass/Si/glass transmissive cells and glass transmissive cells, as shown in Figs. 5-6. Here, to 
fabricate glass/silicon/glass cell cavities the deep anisotropic KOH etching has been proposed instead the 
DRIE. 
Fig. 5. Glass/Si/glass transmissive cell (Wroclaw UT data). Fig. 6. Glass transmissive cell (Wroclaw UT data). 
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3. Buffer gases and metrology of microcells 
The buffer gas causes a temperature-dependent buffer gas pressure collisional frequency shift of the clock 
transition [9]. Traditionally, the temperature coefficient of frequency is reduced by mixing two buffer 
gases, each of which shifting the clock frequency in opposite ways [10]. However, such mixture is 
difficult to control accurately because of a very small volume of a MEMS cells and the high temperatures 
required by anodic bonding process. A large number of Cs vapour microcells have been characterized 
using a laboratory-prototype Cs CPT atomic clock to verify their potential for microclock applications. 
Three buffer gas compositions have been tested: Ne, A and Ne-Ar.  
Ne buffer gas is now considered as an ideal candidate for micro-clock applications because its presence 
allows cancelling at the first-order the frequency-temperature dependence of the Cs clock transition 
around a so-called inversion temperature of about 80°C [11].  Figure 7 shows the clock frequency shift 
versus the cell temperature. Figure 8 shows a typical CPT resonance observed in a Cs-Ne cell with a 
pressure of Ne about 75 Torr. The line width is measured to be 1.7 kHz with a contrast of 1%.  Resonance 
line widths extrapolated to zero-intensity are compatible with sub-kHz resonances. The CPT line width is 
decreased by increasing the Ne pressure at the expense of the CPT signal (trade-off for clock stability 
performances). 
Fig. 7. Cs clock frequency collisional shift vs. Cell temperature in 
Cs-Ne microcells (FEMRO-ST data). 
Fig. 8. Typical CPT 0-0 resonance in a Cs-Ne microcell 
(FEMTO-ST data). 
Fig. 9. Allan deviation of Cs-Ne microcell-based CPT clock (FEMTO-ST data). 
The best way to prove the potential of Cs-Ne microcells for microclock applications was to demonstrate 
the possibility to reach clock relative frequency instability better than 10-11 at 1 day integration. It is 
shown in Figure 9. A Cs-Ne microcell based clock has been developed using a DFB laser resonant on the 
Cs D1 line. Advanced techniques have been implemented to actively cancel light-induced frequency 
shifts of the clock transition. The cell is operated at 80°C for minimizing the Cs collisional frequency 
shift. The clock frequency stability is measured to be 4 x10-11 at 1 s and greatly lower than 10-11 at 1 day 
integration. This result demonstrates the potential of Cs-Ne microcells to be used in chip scale atomic 
clocks and is very encouraging for the future. Similar results are expected to be reached with custom-
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designed VCSEL lasers (Vertical Cavity Surface Emitted Laser) from University of Ulm, operating at 895 
nm. 
4. Physics package of microclock and electronics 
An original concept of integrated physics package based on LTCC technology optimizing the thermal 
aspects of resulting miniature atomic clock has been developed [12]. Thus, all building blocks of the 
physics package were integrated to build a miniature atomic clock. Figure 10 shows the principle of 
physics package based with a structure including a system of bridges and suspensions to improve the 
thermal behaviour over the ambient temperature range [-25°C, +70°C]. Figure 11 shows the LTCC 
packaging of MAC-TFC atomic clock, where all the building blocks of the physics package are 
assembled: MEMS-cell, VCSEL laser, photodetector, magnetic field control. MEMS-cell and VCSEL 
heating systems and temperature control are implemented too using LTCC technology.  
Fig. 10. The concept of LTCC physics package (FEMTO-ST data). Fig. 11. View of complete LTCC packaging (VTT 
data). 
Figure 12 shows the physics package of MAC-TFC atomic clock mounted on a PCB. Power consumption 
test of the miniature Physics Package have been measured at 40 mW (vacuum operation), which validates 
the thermo-mechanical design of the physics package. Figure 13  shows at left the FPGA board (Field 
Programmable Gate Arrays) implementing digital signal processing, connected to the baseband board (at 
right) supporting the RF board and the physics package of miniature atomic clock. 
Fig. 12. Atomic clock physics package 
demonstrator mounted on a PCB (VTT & EPFL 
data). 
Fig. 13. Physics package assembled with electronics (EPFL data). 
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5. Conclusion and perspectives 
Through MAC-TFC project we addressed an original solution for MEMS-based atomic frequency 
references that is today the most advanced European version of chip-scale Cs atomic clock. In this 
contribution the fabrication and testing of individual building blocks of MEMS clock were completed and 
chip-level integration of the miniature LTCC-based package of atomic resonator performed. Short-term 
frequency stability has been recorded during some thousands of seconds with a performance of typically 
10-10 at 100 s, opening the implementation of MAC-TFC industrial applications in wireless 
synchronisation with the partner Oscilloquartz. 
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